Welcome to the University of Toronto Dentistry Library’s video on Navigating the UTL Catalogue part 2: search results. Let’s start at dentistry.library.utoronto.ca

This is a reminder that the Dentistry Library website does not display well in IT. We recommend using a different browser such as Firefox, Chrome or Safari.

In UTL Catalogue Part I video we learned how to perform a search on a topic of interest. In this video we will learn how to refine the results. Let’s try the term Oral Surgery. Clicking on the magnifying glass will give you everything that is available in the UofT Libraries’ system.

You can quickly sort your results by Author, Title or publication data. The default sort is relevance by the term you entered. On the left hand panel there is a refine your search option. There are many different ways to refine your search. The most common ones are Available, which will filter out all any books that are checked out and only display the books that are available at the library; Online will filter out anything that is available in print. Library will help you filter by location; Please note that the more button will give you all the libraries that have books available on your term, in this case, oral surgery

Other ways to filter are by subject, in this case it will be by subcategories of oral surgery. Also by call number. If you know the call number of the topic you are interested in you can limit by it. For example, R stands for Medicine.

There are many other options available for you to filter your results. Some of the most popular ones are Publication Year, Geographic Areas and Author. An interesting filter is A Look Inside. This will only give you the items within the library system that have summaries available, table of contents, about the author or reviews. This option allows you to have a look at the content of the book before you come to the library to check it out.

Thank you for watching our video on the UTL Catalogue Part 2.